
Keep your communities safe with Kantech 
and Secure

Secure

From ripping and replacing hardware to 
managing separate tools for everyday tasks, 
the process for securing your community 
can be cumbersome. That’s why we built 
Secure. Secure fully integrates with Kantech 
hardware and EntraPass, providing simplified 
visitor management, telephone entry, and 
community management all within one user-
friendly platform. Secure will help your staff 
save time, help you save money, and provide 
game-changing improvements to the way 
you secure your community.

WHO IS  
SECURE FOR?

Secure is perfect for condo communities, as 
well as gated, un-guarded residential 
communities. Secure makes it easy to 
efficiently get guests and vendors into the 
community without taking up too much of 
your staff’s time. Secure is also a fit for 
residential communities with restricted areas 
or amenities that have operating hours such 
as pools, fitness rooms, and tennis courts.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE 
SAYING 
“Our community is really excited about our new 
FRONTSTEPS Security system. The residents are 
logging in on their own and using the platform without 
any coaching. The implementation has been very 
smooth and the FRONTSTEPS team has been great to 
work with. We’re very happy that we choose 
FRONTSTEPS as our vendor.”

Darren B
District Manager , Colorado Golf Club



WHAT’S INCLUDED IN FRONTSTEPS SECURE?

Full Kantech Integration

Secure fully integrates with Kantech, eliminating 
the need to rip and replace hardware in order to 
utilize superior software. Secure is fully integrated 
with popular hardware components, including KT-1, 
KT-200, KT-300, KT-400 and KTES telephone entry, 
as well as EntraPass credentialed access software 
and Hattrix.

• Avoid ripping and replacing
• Activity captured at any reader recorded in Live

Monitor and reporting
• Continue to utilize EntraPass for advanced

functionality while providing user-friendly software
for community managers and residents

Streamlined Visitor Management 

Expedite visitor and vendor processing while 
maintaining the highest level of security for your 
community. Residents can create visitor passes 
on their own, allowing your team to get visitors 
and vendors into the community within seconds.

• Resident guest registration
• Customizable, scannable passes for guests and

vendors
• Community-wide watchlist with names and photos

of restricted guests

KTES Integration

FRONTSTEPS Secure is fully integrated with 
Kantech’s KTES telephone entry system. From 
real-time syncing to making it easy to edit 
resident information, let Secure further simplify 
telephone entry capabilities in your community.

• Real-time updates and syncing between software
and hardware

• Allow managers and residents to edit names, opt-
in status, and phone numbers with ease

• Eliminate timely programming and create tenant
lists without manual input

Convenient Package Tracking

With the rise in online shopping and Amazon, your 
front desk is inundated with packages on a daily 
basis. Bring simplicity to this process with digital 
package tracking that allows you to scan, organize, 
and distribute packages to residents. 

• Digital package tracking system to monitor
arrivals and pickups

• Scan packages using smartphones, Zebra
scanners, and tablets to import carrier
name and tracking number

• Alert residents via text or email when
packages arrive

• Obtain digital signatures from residents on
a smartphone, tablet, or computer for
added security

Comprehensive Community Management

To manage a thriving community, you need far 
more than security software. FRONTSTEPS offers 
everything from community management software 
and digital dues payments to accounting and 
violation management software. 

• Payment portals to simplify resident dues and 
fees payments

• Resident communication and self-service tools in 
FRONTSTEPS Connect

• Industry’s best accounting platform and violation 
management tool, Caliber Software

• Additional accounting integrations including 
Condo Manager, TOPS, Jenark, Vantaca, and 
VMS

To learn more about FRONTSTEPS Secure 
and to schedule your demo, email our 
Software Specialists at 
sales@frontsteps.com.




